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The Concept…Crowdsourcing Trends

This fall we launched a new campaign - #edutrendingnow - that we hope will 
reveal even more insight to those who value trend-following.  

ISA has always been interested in cultural shifts and educational trends.  Our 
research has historically identified major shifts and trends in the landscape of 
education and culture.  

And, we have made it our business to share these trends with others through our 
white papers, talks, and blog entries.

So, we reached out to thought leaders and the like across our client base and 
among our followers to learn from their experiences.



The Questions…Among Others

What shifts are occurring in your curriculum planning? 
 
How are you using technology to deliver education differently?  

What changes are you detecting in your student recruitment and retention analysis? 
 
Are there changes in the demographic trends in your marketplace?  

What major cultural shifts are you detecting that impact your school or college?

How are consumer mindsets shifting?



How it Works…

Identify a major shift or trend that is happening right now in your school or college 
in one of five areas: learning and curriculum, marketing, enrollment management, 
demographics, or technology.  

Share that trend by posting it as a comment to our initial blog entry, social media, 
or email.  We asked folks to identify themselves, including name, title, and school 
or college.

We provide acknowledgement to the initial identifier of the #edutrend, and, in all 
cases, expanded upon it from our own vantage point as a firm.



What We Hope…

We collectively will create, share, and publish a new series of updated trends 
throughout the year under the #edutrendingnow campaign.  

We will feature this same content as it grows at several other keynote talks at 
regional and national organizations. 

We will provide feedback and counsel on creative ways to address the trends 
identified.

Learn a lot from each other in the process.  Post to #edutrendingnow anytime.



Seven Major #edutrends

#1 - Disconnected and Disengaged // To Our Own Detriment and Demise
#2 - The Learners Are in Charge // Let’s Get Our Priorities Straight
#3 - Intersection of Innovation and Independence // We Can Invent the Future
#4 - Get Real // The Rise of Authentic Marketing
#5 - Completely Unprepared // From Admissions to Enrollment Management
#6 - Data-Driven // Deliver Us from Hunches
#7 - From Diversity to Inclusivity // Redefining Diversity for Today



Disconnected and Disengaged
[ To Our Own Detriment and Demise ]

Initial Contributor:  Gary Daynes
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Disconnected and Disengaged:
To Our Own Detriment and Demise

Independent schools and colleges flourish in a certain set of community, economic, 
political, and moral conditions. Many of those conditions are under threat. 

We have largely avoided explicit efforts to create and sustain the social conditions that 
support our flourishing. 

We are quiet in policy debates.  We tend not to get engaged in economic development, 
leaving that work to public institutions, if it happens at all. 

And our curricula are more focused on developing ‘global citizens’ rather than on 
students who are deeply committed to the places they live or will live.



Disconnected and Disengaged
To Our Own Detriment and Demise

Since our futures and the futures of our communities are so tightly connected, 
independent schools and colleges must become more active in building the 
conditions that sustain us.  

This means getting involved in the policy world - including municipal policy and 
policy debates that do not touch directly on education. 

This means committing to building our communities. Community-building is several 
steps beyond the community service we all practice. It is a purposeful effort to 
support and build local businesses, non-profits, and other organizations.



Disconnected and Disengaged
To Our Own Detriment and Demise

It is an intentional turn towards developing a sense of place in our students, at a time 
when our consumer mindsets are shifting to local. Without these local efforts, the 
education sector will continue to be replaced by large, generic systems to our demise 
and the detriment of the communities which sustain us.

So, why is it that we fail to engage and shape the very culture and context in 
which we operate?  

Why is it that we have seemingly “opted out” of mainstream culture and created 
small, insulated communities and yet wonder why they are hard to sustain?  

And, by this very endeavor, what have we taught our students?



The Learners Are in Charge
[ Let’s Get Our Priorities Straight ]

Initial Contributor:  Lori Werth
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The Learners Are in Charge
Let’s Get Our Priorities Straight

Curriculum changes are taking place in order to meet the needs of our diverse 21st 
century learners. The expectations of our audience in education are changing and our 
medium for delivering education is shifting rapidly. 

Our students assume they will receive high quality faculty who are engaged in the 
classroom but are also expecting technology to support and facilitate learning in a 
way that is challenging faculty and administrators alike. 

Self-paced and learner-center learning in an academic environment that offers 
technology is an expectation from more and more students. 



The Learners Are in Charge
Let’s Get Our Priorities Straight

Competition for quality and flexible education is fierce and our students want the 
very best - in both - when entering our classrooms each and every semester.

“As a result, we have shifted our largest budget allocation for this academic year is 
professional development for faculty within my unit.”

Independent schools have historically been organizationally centered.  So, how 
can we enhance faculty development to be learner-centered?  

How can we embrace the fact that the learners are in charge by empowering our 
faculty to be “best in class” in this brave new world?



Intersection of Innovation & Independence

[ We Can Invent the Future ]

Initial Contributor:  Dave Michelman
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Intersection of Innovation and Independence:
We Can Invent the Future

Lots of educators and non-educators alike are talking about the need for innovation in 
education and schools.  

We constantly hear that modern day schools were designed to prepare students for the 
industrial age, which is past, and not the information age, which is now.  

In the United States, schools were historically designed to prepare students to run 
factories and to be able to participate in democracy.



Intersection of Innovation and Independence:
We Can Invent the Future

The major tenet underlying conventional education is that knowledge, which resided with 
the teacher, had to be transmitted to the ignorant student. 

Knowledge was the key to the kingdom of success. And, if it was successfully transmitted, 
education was successful. 

School was successfully designed to pass along knowledge from a knower to a naïve 
student.



Intersection of Innovation and Independence:
We Can Invent the Future

Knowledge is no longer scarce. Anyone with access to the internet has all available 
knowledge at their fingertips. 

Schools can no longer be just knowledge conduits; instead, they must help students 
become wise. 

The infrastructure supporting wisdom is far different than the one supporting knowledge 
transfer. Wisdom requires time to think about the ramifications of an issue. 



Intersection of Innovation and Independence:
We Can Invent the Future

We also hear that education is ripe for a disruptive change; a shift that dramatically alters 
a business model. Truth is, few schools out there are truly innovating at a disruptive level.  
They are participating in incremental enhancements, adjusting and fine tuning and 
existing model.  

What’s holding us back?  Fear of the consumer?  Fear of the expected outcomes?

The convergence of innovation and independence is what all great disruptions 
require.  And, it is the very DNA of our work.  

Why aren’t independent schools inventing the future education model?  We enjoy 
innovative minds and true independence.  Let’s invent the future!



Get Real
[ The Rise of Authentic Marketing ]

Initial Contributor:  Bill Diskin
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Get Real
The Rise of Authentic Marketing

According to recent Pew studies, trust is an issue for our next generation of consumers, 
the Millennials.  They have lived in a world of trauma and broken promises.

What Pew found was not an entitled generation, but a complex and introspective one. Its 
members also have weathered many large public traumas: the terrorist attacks of 911, 
costly wars, the Great Recession, and the demise of banking, housing, and a crisis in our 
churches. 

Add to those the flood of images of Iraq, Katrina, Oklahoma City, and Columbine — 
episodes lived and relived, played and replayed, on TV and computer screens.



Get Real
The Rise of Authentic Marketing

For a generation digitally wired from childhood, and reared on apocalyptic videos and 
computer-generated movie epics, not to mention the exploits of hackers, these events 
showed the real world to be as tightly networked.

For that reason, the real world as easily disrupted as the virtual one, all while the grown-
ups in charge, the guardians of order, seemed overwhelmed and overmatched, always a 
step behind.

They want truth.  They are cynical - deep to the core - about organizational-directed and 
produced materials.  Their natural state is to find the truth - and they have found they 
rarely find it in first cut materials.  



Get Real
The Rise of Authentic Marketing

Traditional marketing and messaging does not work with this generation.  In fact, it 
demonstrates how out of touch your organization is with them.  If you can’t understand 
them, how can you help their children learn?

We need to get out of the way and let our students - and faculty - get involved in 
our mainstream promotional efforts.  

We need to focus on meaningful content and harness social media to tell our true 
stories.  



Completely Unprepared
[ From Admissions to Enrollment Management ]

Initial Contributor:  Kelly Laboe, ISA
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Completely Unprepared
From Admissions to Enrollment Management

From an enrollment management perspective, the admissions world has been turned 
upside down and inside out over the past ten years.   

Independent schools are invariably playing catch up while still functioning in an outdated 
model.  

Content marketing is an after-thought.

Enrollment managers, who are completely devoid of the mindset or the orientation 
required of 21st century marketing skills, are still in position and often not afforded 
appropriate training to transition into an effective leader. 



Completely Unprepared
From Admissions to Enrollment Management

Enrollment management is a system, which includes seven spokes to a wheel, including: 
recruitment, retention, research, admissions, financial aid and net revenue, information 
management, and marketing communications.  

Enrollment management deals with the input and throughput of the organization.  



Completely Unprepared
From Admissions to Enrollment Management

For most of our 230 clients, the practices of enrollment management represents 80% or 
more of the revenue of the organization. This is far too large of a job for the three-term 
board member or veteran lower school faculty member who the school hires to run 
admissions.

We are 20 years behind.  Literally.

When will we really professionalize and create new school systems that reflect where 
the world and systems are going, not where we have been?

When will we staff, train, and support our enrollment teams to be best in class?



Data-Driven
[ Deliver Us from “The Hunch” ]

Initial Contributor  Dana Nelson-Isaacs, ISA
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Data-Driven
Deliver Us from “The Hunch”

Data-driven decision making is all the rage in every regard - admissions funnels, test 
scores, fundraising, demographics, surveys of current parents, dashboards, 
spreadsheets, excel files, 10 year projections, and 10 year histories.

Everyone wants data. Culture seems to be valuing intuition more and more, but 
independent schools want data for everything.

The question is…what are they doing with it?



Data-Driven
Deliver Us from “The Hunch”

An ongoing issue:  We have yet to work with an independent college or university 
that DOES NOT have an IR staff or unit.  And, we have yet to work with an 
independent school that DOES have an IR staff or unit.

Independent schools are missing the larger point:  it is not about data, it is 
about insight that inspires action.

Data > Information > Analysis > Insight > “Actionable Insight”

Actionable Insight is the Holy Grail.  And, this requires integrated information 
systems that talk to each other and operate real-time.



From Diversity to Inclusivity

[ Redefining Diversity for Today ]

Initial Contributor:  Regional Independent School Associations
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From Diversity to Inclusivity
Redefining Diversity for Today

Twenty years ago, “diversity” was trending.  The “D” word was everywhere and in 
every strategic plan.

Our definitions then were narrow:  ethnicity, race, and socioeconomic class.  So, we 
developed systems that sought to integrate more of these basic lifestyle attributes 
into our schools.

Today, we live in a post-diverse world.  Four states have been minority-majority for a 
decade.  Talk to kids today and they don’t define diversity they way we have been for 
two decades.  



From Diversity to Inclusivity
Redefining Diversity for Today

Culturally, we are moving from diversity to inclusivity.

We are moving from singular, narrow, and simple definitions of cultural pluralism to 
a global society where cultural competency will replace diversity.  

Can we seek to understand and relate and work with people when not just their 
color or income but their mindset or orientation is different than ours? 

How can we prepare our students for a future that they are already 
experiencing? 

What does this look like from a policy standpoint?
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